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Abstract—Edge devices with sensing, storage, and communi-
cation resources are penetrating our daily lives. These resources
make it possible for edge devices to conduct data transactions
(e.g., micro-payments, micro-access control). The blockchain
technology can be used to ensure transaction unmodifiable and
undeniable. In this paper, we propose a blockchain system that
adapts to the limitations of edge devices. The new blockchain
system can fairly and efficiently allocate storage resources on
edge devices, which makes it scalable. We find the optimal peer
nodes for transaction data storage in the blockchain, and propose
a recent block storage allocation scheme for quick retrieval of
missing blocks. The proposed blockchain system can also reach
mining consensus with low energy consumption in edge devices
with a new Proof of Stake mechanism. Extensive simulations
show that our proposed blockchain system works efficiently in
edge environments. On average, the new system uses 15% less
time and consumes 64% less battery power when compared with
traditional blockchain systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Innovative edge devices like IoT devices, smartphones, and

even vehicles change the way how we connect to the physical

world. These edge devices are creating a massive amount of

data as they become more and more pervasive and powerful.

With the increasing volume of data generated at the edge,

sharing data among peer edge devices allows data being

processed locally without the involvement of cloud or other

centralized authority.

Consider the following situations where users want to access

some valuable data in edge environments and would like to

pay for them in peer edge environments. IoT devices produce

real-time sensing data and can provide sensing-as-a-services

for risk managements [1]. The smart home can offer energy

transaction services in the wireless environment [2]. People

can also generate personal for-profit “We Media” [3] content

like short video clips. Users can subscribe and pay for the

desired data. The corresponding subscriptions allow paid users

to access data quickly and securely, and deny offering data to

unpaid users. Current solutions require a trusted third party

or platform to manage contents and subscriptions, similar to

YouTube for video creators and Wink for IoT devices. The

centralized third party may fail sometimes and may have

user privacy concerns. In peer edge environments, micro-

access control and micro-payment transactions can provide

fast and reliable data accessing. With micro-access control and

micro-payment, devices can directly manage subscriptions and

payments to deliver for-profit data to the consumer nearby. For

example, vehicles can sell road information directly to peer

vehicles in edge environments without a trusted cloud backend

or other certain entities. The blockchain technology is an

applicable secure ledger for sharing micro-payment and micro-

access control information in such distributed environments.

The blockchain technology is now being used widely in

cryptocurrencies. A blockchain consists of a chain of blocks,

which is a kind of record or ledger. A block contains the hash

result from its previous block to form a chain. The blockchain

has many security features over a distributed system. First,

a complete history is kept throughout the network. Thus, it

is easy to restore and verify the block information that a

user obtains. Second, a blockchain is designed to be resistant

to modification of its records. Theoretically, unless malicious

users have more than half of the computational power, neither

the block nor its contained data can be changed. Third, it is

a disintermediation [4] system, meaning that there is no need

for a trusted third-party to verify data, and it can also avoid

“a central point of failure”.

Despite the advantages of blockchain technology in such

distributed systems, the edge devices have certain constraints

on resources, especially storage and battery. The complexity

and data duplication of the typical blockchain system make

it impossible to deploy that onto edge environments directly.

Thus, we are facing two design challenges to overcome the

limitation of edge devices: 1) how to store data in the network

with limited storage optimally, and 2) how to reach consensus

with low energy consumption in edge devices. Limited storage

and communication capabilities require storing data and blocks

separately on certain devices and fast data accessing when

needed. The heterogeneity of different devices requires fair

allocation over the resources, store fewer data items onto de-

vices with fewer resources. Battery limitations require energy-

saving consensus design in the mining process.
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In this paper, we first design an optimal resource allocation

strategy for applying blockchain to peer edge environments.

We compress the storage of blocks by storing metadata instead

of a large volume of actual data. The metadata items contain

information for corresponding data. They also include the

signature to keep data from illegitimate modification. We then

store data and blocks at optimal places for fast user access, and

keep fair resource allocation considering the heterogeneity of

different devices. We also propose a new Proof of Stake (PoS)

consensus mechanism to reduce the energy consumption for

mining new blocks in edge environments. Extensive simula-

tions show that our proposed blockchain system can achieve

fast data and block access, fairness in data storage, and low

computational overhead for block mining.

We make the following contributions in this paper.

• We design a blockchain system targeting resource allo-

cation and mining consensus on edge environments to

achieve less storage and energy consumption compared

with traditional blockchain systems.

• We propose a resource allocation strategy to find optimal

places to store data and blocks. We formulate the problem

of optimal storage for quick access and fair storage of

data and blocks. We also provide a strategy to store recent

blocks for quick retrieval of missing blocks.

• We propose a new PoS mechanism that is suitable for

edge devices with limited battery. The new PoS consensus

mechanism can generate new blocks with low energy

consumption on edge devices.

• We implement a distributed system and further conduct

extensive simulations in peer edge device networks to

evaluate the performance. The simulation results show

that the proposed blockchain system can achieve fast data

access with 15% less time than random store, fair data

storage with disparity measurement less than 0.15, and

mining consensus with 64% less energy compared with

traditional blockchain systems.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section

II we discuss some related work on blockchain systems and

peer edge networks. In Section III we discuss the model of

our designed blockchain system. In Section IV we propose

our block resource allocation strategies on edge environments.

In Section V we propose a new Proof of Stake mechanism.

We evaluate the proposed blockchain system in Section VI.

Finally, we conclude the paper and discuss the future work in

Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

The blockchain technology is proposed in 2008 by Satoshi

Nakamoto [5] and has been widely used in cryptocurrencies

ever since. It consists of a series of blocks linked using

cryptography. Each block typically contains a hash result from

the previous block, a timestamp, a hash for the block itself

and some other items based on application scenarios. Together

these blocks form a chain. The blockchain can serve as a

distributed ledger for storing data among devices [6], and

the data cannot be easily changed due to the cryptography

features. Intuitively, if a malicious user wants to tamper with

a piece of data, it has to make up a whole chain. The time and

energy used to produce a fake chain are not worth the benefit

it can get. The anti-manipulation feature of blockchain lays

the foundation for cryptocurrencies, e.g., Bitcoin [5], Litecoin

[7], and Ethereum [8].

Although blockchain technology has some security fea-

tures, the data transmission and storage remain challenging in

distributed systems. The traditional blockchain requires each

participating user to store the whole chain for the security

and performance, and each new transaction and new block

are broadcasted over the internet. Such huge transmission

and storage overhead draw some attention on improving the

storage consumption and data propagation over blockchain.

Ozisik et al. [9] use bloom-filter and IBLT (invertible bloom

lookup table) to reduce the transmission overhead in the

blockchain. Eyal et al. propose the Bitcoin-NG [10] to reduce

the transmission and bandwidth by creating a new micro-block

chain to minimize the amount of data transmitted.

On the contrary of cloud computing which moves the

computing to the centralized cloud, edge computing moves the

computing work to the distributed nodes on the edge of the

network. The computing mostly or entirely happens on nodes

near to or inside the edge devices [11]. Edge computing can

offer fast and robust data sharing and processing capabilities

for end devices. One major research aspect of edge computing

studies the benefit using smaller edge servers (cloudlets)

deploying near the network edge (e.g., cellular base stations),

serving as the middle layer between edge devices and clouds

[12], [13]. These edge servers can offer multiple applications

such as caching and resource virtualization. Another research

aspect on edge computing studies the innovative functionalities

from the collaboration of edge devices. Vehicle network is an

example of this topic [14], [15].

For resource allocation in edge environments, we propose

the resource placement problem. The optimal resource place-

ment problem can often be mapped to classic Facility Location

(FL) problems. In order to solve such problems, various kinds

of FL or modified FL problems are proposed, in which the

Uncapacitated Facility Location (UFL) problem [16] and the

rent-or-buy problem [17] are most popular and well-studied.

The more general case for these two problems is the Connected

Facility Location (ConFL) problem [18]. Among them, UFL

does not consider the content dissemination costs, while the

rent-or-buy problem does not consider the facility building

costs in the ConFL problem. In this paper, we will mostly use

the UFL problem and its corresponding solutions. The current

best solution that we find is proposed by Li et al. [19], where

they obtain a 1.488 approximation ratio.

Mining in the blockchain means that nodes, often called

miners in this situation, reach consensus on how to add a new

block in the blockchain. The traditional concept of mining is

for miners competing with each other solving a mathematics

puzzle. Whoever solves the puzzle first has the privilege to

write the next block. This concept is called Proof of Work

(PoW) [5], [20]. Block information from Proof of Work are
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often hard to obtain but easy to get verified. Another emerging

concept is called Proof of Stake (PoS) [21], [22]. PoS, in

contrast, achieves the consensus from the publicly owned data

of the users such as wealth or age. Since PoS does not rely

on exhaustively solving mathematic puzzles, it saves a lot of

energy for mining a new block. Instead, the history is very

crucial for every node to reach a consensus about what a node

owns. It can achieve consensus on adding new blocks, but

the computational power is significantly lower compared with

PoW.

III. BLOCKCHAIN SYSTEM DESIGN

In this section, we introduce our blockchain model and

discuss how the resources are allocated in the system.

Fig. 1. The application scenario in proposed blockchain system. Nodes
generate for-profit data and users pay for them. Real data and blocks are
fragmented and stored across the nodes.

Fig. 1 shows an example application scenario of our pro-

posed system. The clients of the blockchain system consist

of multiple edge devices. Some devices generate data such

as self-generated for-profit data, and other nodes pay for data

conducting micro-payment transactions. When payments are

successful, data are to deliver to consumers. The corresponding

data and payment information are encoded in the block, which

builds the blockchain system. Then, data and blocks are stored

among different nodes in the network. We now discuss in detail

about the components of the proposed blockchain system

below.

A. The Blockchain System Model

Our proposed blockchain system consists of multiple edge

devices conducting data transactions and mining blocks in

the blockchain. A node is an edge device participating in

the system. Each participating node can generate data, store

data and blocks, conduct payment and mine blocks. We

assume that all participating nodes have certain computational

capabilities like smartphones. Some small IoT nodes may

have very constrained storage or computing power thus cannot

participate.

Each node has its private and public keys for identification

purposes. Keys then generate an account of that node. Each

account is unique and associated with each node and has a

unique address (hash value) satisfying a certain pattern. The

account address can be generated from public keys but not in

reverse. Each node tries to mine blocks to get incentives, and

such incentives will be store in its account. Since how to assign

incentive is not a major concern in this paper, for simplicity,

we assign the incentive for mining new block as one “token”.

Tokens are used in the Proof of Stake (PoS) processes.

Fig. 2. The proposed blockchain system and components of a block in the
blockchain system.

Fig. 2 shows the components of each block in our proposed

blockchain system. It contains the basic information of a

typical blockchain, as well as some components that are

designed for edge environments. The previous hash, index,

timestamp and current hash are like any regular blockchain

system to ensure the connection between blocks. The content

in blocks stores the metadata items, each of them corresponds

to a data item. In addition, each block records the information

about where this block is stored, since only some nodes store

this block. The storage allocation is discussed in the next

section. Also, the block stores another hash specifically for

the PoS mechanism. Each node needs this hash to generate

corresponding credentials for mining.

B. Metadata Design and Distributive Storage
In a traditional blockchain system, all data are shared with

all nodes in the network and will be stored. Such data can

be transactions, smart contracts, and some other forms, and

the size of data can be relatively large. Due to the limitation

of storage in edge devices, storing all data in every node is

impractical. Thus, data items should be stored on a fraction of

nodes, and instead metadata are stored in blocks. The proposed

metadata design contains basic information about a data item.
1) Metadata design: A metadata item consists of multiple

attributes each having a corresponding value of the data. The

metadata is proposed for data sharing in peer edges in [23]. A

metadata item is generated alongside a data item from the data

producer. Metadata items are then broadcasted in the network

and nodes will wrap received metadata items into blocks. Here

are some metadata item examples in the following.
Data type; Time; Location; Producer[Producer
signature]; Storing nodes; Valid Time; Properties
(AirQuality/PM2.5; 11:00AM06-11-2018;
NewYorkNY/40.72,-74.00; 17,[Signature of producer];
10,11,12,15; 1440; NULL)
(Picture/Traffic; 11:27AM06-11-2018; NassauNY/40.78,
-73.58; 33,[Signature of producer]; 16,17,26,44; 720;
‘Camera’)
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(KeyExchange/PublicKey; NULL; NULL; 15,[]; NULL; 2880;
[Key])

Since the metadata item contains basic information of the

corresponding data item, and metadata will be broadcasted

along with blocks, users can have all the information about

the data items in the network. With the information in the

metadata, the user can search what it demands, and request

the data item from the nodes that store it.

2) Data integrity: Data integrity is one of the crucial

security features in the blockchain system. Since the history

of blockchain is difficult to counterfeit, data in blocks are also

hard to change. However, in our designed blockchain system,

the data items are stored over specific nodes, which might

be malicious and might modify the data as they wish. Thus,

we need to add some security features to make sure the data

integrity is kept.

Each metadata item has a record containing the account

from the node which generates the corresponding data item

and attaches the signature. The signature embeds the iden-

tification information of the producer node and later can

be validated through the public key of that node. When

broadcasting the new block, it spreads the metadata and public

keys in its contents. Nodes can then get data and validate

the integrity of the data item through the keys. By the nature

of blockchain, the metadata information in blocks is difficult

to change unless malicious nodes own more than half of the

resources to replicate a fake chain.

Note that another malicious behavior is to deny storing or

offering data to the demanding user. Since data items are stored

in certain nodes, some malicious nodes may deny storing

or offering. If a node requests data and does not get any

response, it then claims that the data is invalid. Everyone will

be informed of this information, and this data storage will be

marked as invalid. At the same time, there are always replicas

for certain data. Unless all replicas of this piece of data are

stored at malicious nodes, there will always be available data

pieces before they expire. Further detailed design considering

the data validation will be discussed in our future work.

C. Resource Allocation for Optimal Storage

As previously mentioned, the storage in edge devices is

too small to store all data items. Meanwhile, when running

over time, the total size of all blocks is also too large for all

nodes to store. Edge nodes are often of different models and

makes, thus varying in resources among all nodes. Thus, data

items and blocks should only be stored on nodes with more

resources left and can be accessed easily, instead of storing

them everywhere.

In order to achieve fair and efficient resource allocation

among edge devices, we propose an optimal storage problem

finding which node stores which data item or block. Each data

item or block is assigned to multiple nodes, and these nodes

then proactively cache the corresponding data item or block

in case other nodes need it. The optimal assignment can find

nodes both near the data demands and has more resources to

store data proactively.

Besides, the mobility of nodes in edge environments may

cause disconnections and data loss. If a node connection is

not stable, it may not get recent blocks. Branches are likely

to appear in this situation. A node can detect if it misses

some blocks by receiving a blockchain longer than its previous

received blockchain (recent blockchain), i.e., receiving a block

with index number larger than the index of the recent block

plus 1. 1 The node then requests the missing blocks from other

nodes. Intuitively, every block is assigned to be stored onto

multiple nodes, so the node with missing blocks will always

get blocks back. However, the disconnection problem caused

by mobility is pervasive in edge environments, and recent

blocks are requested frequently. Thus, another assignment

for caching recent blocks among nodes storage is needed.

The more pervasive recent blocks are found, the less time

and overhead are used for nodes to get them. The optimal

assignment on recent blocks will find how to enlarge the

pervasiveness of recent blocks as well as keep the fairness

of different nodes.

In summary, there are two types of resource allocation

problems. First, how we find the best place to store data items

and blocks proactively so that data can be quickly accessed.

We call this “data and blocks storage allocation”. Second, how

we cache the recent blocks in the network so that the node

can get the missing blocks with less overhead. We call this

“recent block allocation”.

D. Proof of Stake Mining Consensus

As previously mentioned, the major disadvantage of Proof

of Work (PoW) is that it is too energy consuming. The total

amount of energy consumed per year for bitcoin mining is 70

TWh (7×1010kWh) 2. Thus, the proof of work is impractical

for edge devices, for the energy in edge devices is often very

limited.

To achieve consensus mining with low energy consumption,

we use the PoS concept and develop a new mechanism. Our

proposed PoS mechanism gives advantages to nodes that have

more contributions to the system, like storing data and mining

blocks. We associate a value, called the target value, to each

node for mining. It is related to the amount of used storage

and the number of token of the node. The larger the value

is, the higher the probability will be for the node to mine a

block. One major characteristic of our proposed mechanism

is that it gives more advantages over mining to such nodes

that store more data. This is crucial in peer edge computing

environments. The advantages over mining can motivate nodes

to participate in the system even when they do not produce or

need any data.

1Receiving block index number equals recent block plus 1 just means there
is a new block. It does not necessarily indicate the disconnection. If receiving
block is 2 or more than the index of the recent block, there must be blocks
that are missing for this node.

2Data obtained from https://digiconomist.net/bitcoin-energy-consumption in
June 2018
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IV. RESOURCE ALLOCATION

In this section, we discuss the resource allocation in the peer

edge environments. We first discuss the storage allocation in

general and discuss two different situations in applying these

allocations. We then discuss the data and blocks accessing

process for nodes.

A. Fair and Efficient Storage Allocation

Since edge environments cannot store all data in all nodes,

data and blocks must be stored in certain places that can be

easily accessed by demanding users. Meanwhile, the hetero-

geneity of edge devices also brings problems about fair storage

for nodes that have different capabilities.

1) Fair storage: Our previous work [24] proposed the

concept of fair caching in peer edge environments. Each node

has different capacities, and the algorithm should store fewer

data onto node with fewer resources. Thus, Fairness Degree

Cost (FDC) is proposed, which is a measurement for the

current resource consumption of a node. The FDC for node i
is denoted as

fi =
W (i)

Wtol(i)−W (i)
, (1)

where Wtol(i) is the total storage of node i, and W (i) is the

storage used. This FDC definition ensures that less remaining

storage corresponds to a larger value of fi, thus less possible

for storing data in the node. Also, if no remaining resource

on the node, (1) will be ∞, and no more data will be stored

in this node.

2) Data accessing: The mobility of nodes and wireless

signal attenuation might cause data loss in the network.

Meanwhile, the mobility of nodes also moves stored data

around, making the predictions on storage less accurate. To

address the problems mentioned above, we propose a new data

accessing cost definition, called Range-Distance Cost (RDC),

to measure the transmission latency between two nodes. The

cost is formulated as

cij =

{
d(i, j) + range(i) + range(j) i �= j

0 i = j
, (2)

where d(i, j) is the “distance” between two nodes, and

range(i) represents the mobility range of node i. The “dis-

tance” is a general term, which can be Euclidean, Manhattan,

hop-count distance etc. The form should be chosen based

on the application scenarios. For a scenario that all nodes

can connect each other, Euclidean-logarithm distance can

represent the signal attenuation; for scenarios that nodes form

a multi-hop network, like in many mobile edge environments,

hop-count distance and related variations can represent the

data transmission delay through the multi-hop forwarding.

For simplicity, we consider using the hop-count distance to

measure the RDC in this paper.

In addition, the range of a node represents the maximum

replacement trend of a node. The larger the range is, the less

steady for a node will be at a certain place. Note that the range

of each node, in reality, will change. Nodes moving outside

the original range and new coming nodes will broadcast their

new moving ranges to all nodes. This causes topology changes,

in which case data may be migrated to fit the new network

topology. In our peer edge device environments, we consider

that nodes move within such a range in a short period of time.

The data migration problems will be discussed in future work.

3) Problem formulation: We now propose the formulation

for the placement problem in our scenario. We formulate the

problem of fair and efficient storage as a facility location

problem. The basic idea is to add the FDC and the RDC

together in a weighted sum form. After some tests, we use

feature scaling to set the weight of FDC and RDC as 1000 : 1,

which produces the best result. For each data item k and node

set V , we formulate the problem in the following:

min A
∑
i∈V

fiyik +
∑
i∈V

∑
j∈V

cijxijk (3)

s.t.
∑
i∈V

xijk � 1, (∀j ∈ V) (4)

yik − xijk � 0, (∀i, j ∈ V) (5)

xijk, yik ∈ {0, 1}. (6)

In the above formulation, xijk and yik are assignment vari-

ables. xijk is the accessing assignment variable. If xijk = 1,

node j will access data item k from node i. yik is the storage

assignment variable. yik = 1 means data chunk k will be

stored in node i. A is the scaling factor for FDC. After

some test, we set A = 1000 for better performance. Problem

objective function (3) has two terms corresponding to FDC

and RDC. Constraint (4) makes sure that at least one data

item will be stored to other nodes, and constraint (5) makes

sure the data item is stored at specific nodes.

For each data item k, the formulation is an uncapacitated

facility location problem. In the problem formulation, fi
corresponds to the facility building cost and cij the facility

accessing cost. The uncapacitated facility location problem is

NP-Hard. However, there are many approximation algorithms

proposed to solve this question with high efficiency like [19].

For each data item, we use the current network situations

(storage used of each node) to solve the problem to determine

which nodes store it [24].

B. Data and Block Storage Allocation

Next, we discuss the process of how data items and blocks

are stored in selected nodes.

As previously mentioned, when a data item is generated,

the producer of the data item also generates the corresponding

metadata item and broadcasts it. Each node that receives the

metadata item calculates which set of nodes will store the data

item. When a node mines the next block (the mining process

is discussed in Section V), the node will pack all received

metadata items, along with the storing node information,

into the block. The block will then be broadcasted over the

network. Other nodes in the network will receive the block
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and check this information. If a node is chosen to be a storing

node, it gets the data from the producer and stores them.

When running over time, the blockchain itself becomes a

relatively large data structure for every node to store all blocks.

Blocks also need to be stored among a fraction of all nodes.

Each new block will be assigned to store on some nodes. The

storing nodes information are encoded in this block. Then,

corresponding nodes receive this information will keep this

block in their storages. The information of the block also

contains where the previous block is stored, so that demanding

users can obtain the chain starting from the newest block.

C. Recent Block Storage Allocation

Mobility is one of the key characteristics of edge devices.

The mobility of nodes might cause unstable connections,

which causes data loss. Thus, recent blocks of the blockchain

are the most needed for potential temporary disconnection of

nodes. If recent blocks are more pervasive in the network,

retrieving them will become easier.

Different from data and block storages, nodes are required to

cache a certain number of most recent blocks and replace the

blocks using FIFO. To start with, all nodes store at least the last

block for mining purposes. The node that finds the next block

also calculates nodes which need to store one more recent

block. The nodes are chosen by solving the same problem, i.e.,

the fair and efficient storage problem considering the current

situations of the network. The chosen nodes will then get the

same incentive as the nodes that store a data item or a block.

D. Data Items and Blocks Access Process

Fig. 3. The data and block access process. Node A reconnects to the network
with a missing block. Node G is requesting a data piece. Node K is a new
node entering the network.

Fig. 3 shows an example of nodes accessing blocks and data

in the network. For a node that needs a certain data item (Node

G in the example), it first checks the metadata item in the

blocks and fetches the data item from nodes that store it. The

requesting node sends the data request information to one of

the caching nodes (Node C in the example), and this node then

sends the data back. If needed, the node can verify the data

using the public key and the signature in the corresponding

metadata item.

For a node that accidentally disconnects from the network

and needs recent blocks (Node A in the example), it can first

get blocks from any neighbor nodes. For a disconnected node,

it only needs recent blocks. For example, Node A receives

block 5 and finds out it misses block 4. It then sends its

requests to its neighbor Nodes B, C, D, and E. Since many

nodes store recent blocks, the missing blocks can be easily

obtained within a few hops.

For a node that needs the whole blockchain (e.g., new node

coming into the network, as Node K in the example), it first

requests for blocks and then organizes the received blocks and

finds out the missing blocks. The node then sends new requests

for the missing blocks until it gets all blocks. Since a block

stores the information about storing nodes for the previous

block, a node can recursively request the missing blocks. For

example, Node K enters the network and finds out it needs

blocks 0 to 4 when it receives block 5. It sends the request to

its neighbor Node J and H. Node J and H can satisfy some

block but not all. They then request the missing block 1 from

Node F and block 2 from node G. Finally, the missing blocks

will be sent to Node K. (Note that Node F will forward the

request to Node G for block 2 since it does not know block 2

is satisfied already. Meanwhile, Node G can ignore the request

since it already sends block 2 out.)

V. PROOF OF STAKE MECHANISM

The proposed Proof of Stake (PoS) algorithm is designed

to mine blocks. Mining is a process that nodes compete with

each other to get the privilege to generate the next block. The

goal of this PoS mechanism is to make sure that, if a node has

more token and stores more data and blocks, the node will have

more advantages to mine blocks. Inspired by the Nxt [25], we

design our own PoS mechanism in the following.

A. Mining Conditions

If a node contributes more, i.e., stores more data and mines

more blocks, it will have a higher probability over others to

mine the next block. In our design, we give a target value R
relatively larger for the node which has higher contributions.

Each node will calculate a number, called hit h, based on the

obtained blockchain and the account information. The hit is

the same uniform random variable for every node, and the

value is determined every time a node starts to mine a block.

If a hit from a node is smaller than its target value at a time,

the corresponding node is to generate the next block. Thus, the

higher target value means the higher probability for mining a

block.

To mine the next block, node i first computes the hit hi. hi

is based on the previous block and the account of this node.

We define the hit hi of node i at specific time (chain length)

t as

POSHash(t+ 1, i) = Hash[POSHash(t) +Accounti],

hi = POSHash(t+ 1, i) mod M. (7)
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POSHash(t) is the POSHash in the previous block. It is

used for PoS mining process. As mentioned in Section III-A,

each node is associated with an account address obtained

from its key pairs. Each node uses the previous POSHash

appending its account address and hashes them together to

get a new POSHash. If this node is to generate the next

block, POSHash(t + 1, i) will be the new POSHash in the

new block. M is the largest possible number of the hit. Mod

M is used in (7) because the number that represents the

POSHash is often very large (e.g., hash function SHA-256

generates a 256-bit binary number), making the calculation

and expression harder. A proper hash function should generate

uniform random numbers. Thus, hi is also a uniform random

variable U(0,M). For each block, hi is different but unique

for each node. Each node can also validate the hit of other

nodes, so a node cannot fake a hit to get unfair advantages.

Once hi is obtained, Ri is to determine which node will mine

the next block.

Each node has different target value Ri based on the

contribution of the node. We define Ri of node i at time t
as

Ri = SiQitB. (8)

In this target value definition, Si denotes the token owned

by node i. Tokens can be obtained by mining new blocks.

In this paper, for simplicity, a new block generates a token,

and this token will be added to the account of the node that

mines this block. Qi is the number of data items stored in

node n. We assume that each data item is of the same size

for simplicity. In real cases, large data can be split into small

and same-sized chunks. t is the time passed from the previous

block (in seconds, based on the timestamp in the block). Thus,

Ri is increasing as time goes until a node meets the criteria

and generates a new block. The expectation time for mining

a block is t0, which is preset according to the application

scenario. B is a number to adjust Ri to make sure that the

average time mining a block throughout the network is as

expected. This number is the same for all nodes at a time

but will be changing from time to time. Ri is also easily

validated because the miner of each block and each data

storage information can be accessed from blocks. S and Q of

each node can be obtained and validated through the history

of the blockchain.

A node is to mine a block if

hi � Ri. (9)

As resented in (8), Ri grows with each second since the

timestamp of the previous block. Since different nodes will

have different Si and Qi, the time when this inequality holds

are different for different nodes. The node which is the first to

meet this inequality generates the next block. This node then

broadcasts the message of this new block, and other nodes will

verify its hit and target value information. If the information is

correct, nodes will accept the block and work on the following

blocks. Otherwise, nodes will reject this block and continue

working on the finding process.

Note that for a new node entering the network, it requires

to have at least one token. This token can be obtained from

different places in different scenarios, e.g., purchase tokens

from other nodes or get from a public pool. This gives the

node the initial ability to mine blocks. For storage, since a

node will at least store the last block for mining information.

Thus, the number of data stored in a new node is also one.

Node i can increase Si and Qi by mining more blocks or

storing more data.

B. Target Value and Expectation Mining Time Settings

Having a stable generating pace for blocks is crucial in a

blockchain system. A reasonable time between two blocks

makes each block maintain similar size and also helps to

keep load balancing for each node. In our designed blockchain

system, we use an amendment number B to keep the expected

time between two blocks as a given number t0.

At a specific time, we have

t0 = E(min
i
{ti}). (10)

In this equation, E(·) denotes the mathematical expectation,

and n is the number of nodes in the network. Since Si, Qi and

B are predetermined and will not change during the time nodes

mining a block, according to (8) and (10), the expectation of

Ri is as

E(SiQit0B) = UE(min
i
{ti})B

=
1

n
E(min

i
{SiQitiB}). (11)

Since Si and Qi are not random variables, E(SiQi) is rep-

resented as the average number. We denote Ui = SiQi and

U = 1
n

∑n
i=1 Ui. According to (8) and (9), we get

E(min
i
{hi}) � E(min

i
{SiQitiB}). (12)

Since hi is a uniform random variable, we let H =
{h1, h2, ..., hn} and Z = mini{hi}. We have

CDFZ(z) = Pr(Z � z)

= 1− Pr(Z > z)

= 1− (1− CDFH(z))n,

PDFZ(z) =
d

dx
CDFZ(z)

= PDFH(z)(1− CDFH(z))n−1

=
1

M
(
M − z

M
)n−1.

The expectation of minimum hi will be

E(z) =

∫ ∞

−∞
zPDFZ(z)dz

=

∫ M

0

z

M
(
M − z

M
)n−1dz,

E(Z) =
M

n(n+ 1)
. (13)
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From (11), (12) and (13) we get

E(SiQit0B) � M

n(n+ 1)
,

B � M

(n+ 1)t0U
. (14)

TABLE I
SYMBOLS USED IN POS MECHANISM

hi A hit of node i, hi ∼ U(0,M)

M the largest possible number for hi

Si The number of tokens of node i

Qi The number of data items cached in node i

ti Time from previous block that node i can declare to add
a new block

t0 Expectation time between two blocks

B Expectation time amendment, the value to adjust the time
between two blocks of the entire network

Ui Ui = SiQi, U = 1
n

∑n
i=1 Ui, the average

The expectation time amendment B is adjusted every time

before mining a block. Since all the information can be

obtained, the number B is easily calculated and verified as

well.

Note that B will be decreasing continuously as Si and Qi

are becoming larger and larger. Over time, B will become

very small, which will make the computation hard. A simple

solution is to decrease Si for all nodes simultaneously (by

ratio) after a certain number of blocks, and increase B by the

same ratio. Since the Si decreasing ratio is the same for all

nodes, the relative mining advantages of each node will remain

the same.

C. Mining Process for Nodes

The mining process of node i is shown in the following.

1: while received a new block do
2: Get hi = POSHash(i) mod M from current block

3: Get Ui = SiQi from history of blockchain

4: Get B from current block

5: t = 1
6: repeat every second

7: Ri = UiB ∗ t
8: t = t+ 1
9: until hi � Ri or new block received

10: end while

First, nodes receiving a new block will check if the block

is valid and hi for certain node i is correct. If the new block

is valid, nodes then start to mining the next block. Each node

then obtains updated information hi from (7), Ui, and B from

(14). Every second, each node calculates and updates its target

value Ri from (8). Once hi � Ri, the node has the privilege

to add a new block in the blockchain. The node then gathers

all information, including the metadata it receives during this

period, previous hash, the new PoSHash, and the current

timestamp. Then, the node calculates which node should store

this block, and which node should store more recent blocks

(in Section IV-C). It also need to calculate the storing node

for each data items in the period (in Section IV-B). The node

wraps all information above into a new block (as shown in

Fig. 2) and broadcasts it.

D. Discussion on Proof of Stake

As a replacement for PoW algorithms, PoS can have dif-

ferent forms and different metrics. We present a new PoS

mechanism for the edge devices scenarios considering the

heterogeneity of different devices, and giving the advantages

to the node which has real contributions to the network. We

also obtain a stable expectation time between generating two

blocks.

The key factor of PoS is that the calculation does not

consume much energy. For such application scenarios like

edge devices, the energy consumption is crucial as battery

capacities are limited. However, it also raises a problem due to

the low complexity of computation work. In PoW, nodes need

a lot of computational power to get the correct hash. Thus, it

is hard to work on multiple branches. To maximize its profit,

nodes tend to work on the longest chain. In PoS, however,

working on different chains has a less computational burden.

A node might work on different chains to get more profit.

Solutions about inserting checkpoint block are proposed to

force nodes working on the chain that has checkpoint blocks.

Another problem for the design is forging accounts. Since

there are no central authorities, a node can create multiple

different accounts. If each account gets some initial resources,

forging a lot of fake accounts will get unfair advantages. A

simple solution for a new node is to “rent” some resources

from an existing node to get started. Nxt [25] uses this

mechanism by having limited tokens for all nodes. We will

discuss in our future work about how to adapt the solutions

to our PoS mechanism for the problems mentioned above.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate our proposed blockchain system.

We focus on evaluating the optimal placement effects on dif-

ferent nodes and the power efficiency of the mining consensus

algorithms.

We implement the blockchain system using Node.js. The

core code of the blockchain is the Naivechain [26], adding

the functionality on general information consensus, commu-

nication, Proof of Stake (PoS) and optimal data placement.

We simulate multiple nodes using Docker [27]. Docker is

a container system, in which we can create multiple nodes

distributively. Each node runs a blockchain system in the

container and communicates with others using standard socket

communication. In our simulations, Docker provides a real dis-

tributed scenario with no centralized information to nodes. For

general consensus over devices, we implement raft algorithm

[28] in our blockchain system. We conduct our simulations on

a computer with an Intel Core i7-5820K processor and 32 GB

RAM. All results are the average of 2 simulations.
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In the simulation, we assume all nodes are distributed in an

area of 300m× 300m, and the communication range between

two nodes are 70m, based on typical 802.11n communication

range. We set the mobility of the nodes is within 30 meters

ranges. Each node has the capability to store 250 data items

or blocks. Unless otherwise specified, we set the expected

average time for mining a block as 60 seconds, and each

simulation runs over 500 minutes.

A. Performance under Different Data Amounts

First, we evaluate the overall performance of the proposed

blockchain system under different total data amounts. We test

it under the different number of nodes in the network, varying

from 10 to 50, and on average 1 to 3 data items are generated

throughout the network per minute. In a private blockchain

system, the number of nodes may be limited compared to a

public blockchain system. The data are requested randomly by

10 percent of nodes. The size of each data item is 1MB, and

average block size is less than 10 KB. We simulate the data

delay by adding a small delay (10 ms) as propagation delay

over one hop. The data is obtained from network simulators

as the typical propagation delay over the 802.11. Since the

nodes use the socket to transited data, processing, queuing

and transmission delay can be simulated through Docker.

We record all data and block transmission to show the

overhead for transmission and the data delivery time. We also

use Gini coefficient 3 to show the fairness of the proposed

system.

Fig. 4 shows the average transmission overhead for nodes

(a) under different data amounts and different numbers of

nodes in the system. The transmission overhead includes data

request and transmission, data dissemination (storing node

proactive get data from the producer), and all blockchain

broadcasting information. The transmission overhead is rel-

atively small, with a maximum about 120 MB data are

transmitted for a node. 500MB to 1.5 GB data are generated in

8 hours running, yet the total transmission is less than 4GB.

Thus, only no more than 8 times of data are transmitted in

the network. The total amount of transmission is increasing

along with the data amount since more data are transmitted

over the network. The same total overhead also indicates the

decreasing on average overhead per node when more nodes

are presented. The result shows that the system performs well

under the larger size of networks.

Meanwhile, the Gini coefficient (b) for all the tests is below

0.15, which means the storage disparity is relatively low. Since

we set the nodes are of the same storage capacity in the

simulation, this shows that the dissemination storage is fair

among all nodes in the system. The average data delivery time

(c) shows that the node can get the data in a small amount of

time. The time increases with more nodes and more data in

the network, but overall 4 seconds in maximum is used for a

node to get the desired data.

3Gini coefficient is widely used to depict income disparity, and is also used

in previous works to measure fair caching [24], [29]. Gini =

∑
i

∑
j |ti−tj |

2
∑

i

∑
j tj

.

B. Performance under Different Placement Strategy

Next, we evaluate the performance of the optimal data

placement strategy we proposed. We store data onto nodes that

can offer quick access for all the users demanding data. We

compare the proposed strategy with a naive solution that data

are randomly stored. For a fair comparison, the total number

of data and blocks stored is the same as the optimal placement.

We test the performance under different numbers of nodes and

1 data item generated per minutes.

Fig. 5 shows the average data delivery time (a) and average

data transmission overhead (b) for different number nodes

in the system. Our proposed optimal data placement saves

much more time on data access compared with no proactive

data storage, on average, uses less than 15% of the time

used to access data than random storage. Meanwhile, The

message overhead is almost the same between two different

strategies, showing that our proposed algorithm does not cost

extra communicational overhead. The results show that the

proposed optimal caching strategy achieves less time for data

access, and it does not increase the message overhead in the

proposed blockchain system.

C. Performance under Different Mining Consensus Algorithm

To test the energy consumption of different mining consen-

sus algorithms in real edge environments, we also implement

the Proof of Work (PoW) and Proof of Stake (PoS) on a

smartphone. We make sure the phone is fully charged before

mining, and test different mining algorithms. When a block

is mined, we record the remaining battery of the phone.

To reduce the affections from other factors, all background

processes are closed, and both tests on PoS and PoW are using

the same fake data pieces. The experiment platform uses react-

native [30]. The mining process is tested on a Samsung Galaxy

S8.

Fig. 6 shows the remaining battery with the number of

blocks mined. We set the difficulty of PoW as 4 zeros at

the beginning of the block hash. The average mining time

for each block is 25 seconds at this difficulty. For a fair

comparison, we also set the same average mining time for

PoS as 25 seconds. The PoW consumes more than half of

the battery over 84 minutes, while PoW only consumes less

than 20% of the battery. In average, 4 blocks consume about

1% battery of the phone in PoW, while 11 blocks consume

1% battery of the phone. The difference will be even larger if

the difficulty for PoW increase. The computational complexity

grows exponentially in PoW but remains almost the same for

PoS. The result shows the PoS algorithm consumes much less

energy compared to traditional PoW algorithm in the mining

process in edge environments.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have proposed a blockchain system for

edge computing environments. Due to the limitations of edge

devices, we have proposed the optimal data and block storage

for quick and fair data accessing. We store metadata items

onto blocks, and corresponding data items and blocks are
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. The average transmission of each nodes (a), Gini coefficient (b), and average data delivery time (c) under different number of nodes and different
data amount. Our proposed algorithm has low transmission overhead and fast data access time, and the storage distribution is fair among nodes.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. The average data delivery time from nodes (a) and the average data transmission
overhead (b) under different number of nodes and two different data placement strategies.
The optimal data placement receives the fast data delivery time and similar message overhead
compared with no proactive store solution.

Fig. 6. The remaining battery in mining process
under different mining consensus algorithm.
The PoW consumes much more energy than
PoS.

distributively stored for quick data access. We have proposed

the recent block storage for quick access of missing blocks. We

have also developed a new Proof of Stake mechanism in such

edge environments, considering the past contribution a node

to the system to give corresponding advantages over mining.

Simulations show that our blockchain system works well under

pervasive edge environments with limited resources.
Over time, data items may become obsolete, and nodes

will also change the location. The distributed storage will not

remain optimal during that time. Calculating the optimal stor-

age problem is not necessary if the change over the network

is small. In the future, we will discuss the data migration

problem, which will study how to use less operation to achieve

less offset from the optimal result. Besides, recent blocks

storage will need the expiration to avoid using up the storage.

We will address in future work about the process running over

time. Furthermore, general information consensus algorithms

are also important in edge environments. We partly use the raft

algorithm in our simulation, but the approach transmits a large

number of heartbeat messages. In the future, we will develop

a new consensus algorithm for edge environments with less

message overhead.
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